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Lakeview Avenue Row House District

2700–2710 N. Lakeview Avenue

**Built:** 1915–1917
**Architects:** Henry Corwith Dangler, David Adler, Ambrose Coghill Cramer, Robert Work
**Additions:** Walter S. Frazier, 1923
David Adler, 1930

The Lakeview Avenue Row House District is a seamless set of four row homes built between 1915 and 1917 overlooking the northern end of Lincoln Park (Map 1). Architects Henry Corwith Dangler and David Adler designed the timeless homes as a row of city residences for a group of their close friends who were significant artists, architects, and designers in Chicago society. Each home is unique in detail, but together they reflect the quiet formality of London townhouses built during the late Georgian period of the 18th century. A retrospective article published in 1922 on the work of Dangler and Adler noted of the row houses that their “…spirit is distinctly Adam but there are directness and simplicity in the handling of composition and detail that produce a spontaneity of conception far removed from careful reproduction.”

The houses on Lakeview Avenue are an excellent example of a unique variation in style and form of a row house in Chicago.

The architects are notable for the elegant country houses and city residences they designed for wealthy clients in Chicago, the North Shore, and across the country. Their designs deftly drew inspiration from historical architectural styles while refining their key elements for early 20th-century Chicago tastes.
Map 1: The Lakeview Avenue Row House District is located at 2700–2710 North Lakeview Avenue on the northern end of the Lincoln Park community area, facing Lincoln Park.
Partners Henry Dangler and David Adler designed the Lakeview Avenue Row Houses in 1915.
SITE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

Architects Henry C. Dangler and David Adler designed the row of fine Georgian-style homes as a creative social community for friends who were both artists and notable figures in Chicago society. Each row home would be an independent residence but would also enjoy benefits common to the high-class apartment towers then being built along the lakefront. Together the homes would be heated by a central facility and a proposed garage would accommodate each owner’s automobile.

Mrs. Emily Maria (née Borie) Ryerson (1863–1939), noted as the leader of the “flock” of young bachelor artists and an artist herself, planned to have her home on the corner at North Lakeview and Wrightwood avenues. The painter and mutual friend to both Dangler and Adler, Abram Poole Jr. (1882–1962), would live at 2704 North Lakeview Avenue. Dangler (1882–1917), the young architect in partnership with Adler, would occupy the home at number 2708. Dangler’s first cousin, and architect and draftsman at Adler and Dangler’s firm, Ambrose Coghill Cramer (1892–1970), had the home at number 2710, and mural artist Frederick Clay Bartlett (1873–1957) chose the parcel at number 2712. Capitalist, patron of the arts, and close friend of Mrs. Ryerson, George French Porter (1881–1927), selected the largest parcel at the northern end of the proposed row at 2718 North Lakeview Avenue.

Together, the group of six friends elected to build on a site facing the northern end of Lincoln Park, an area that was distant from the established wealthy society enclaves of the Gold Coast and South Side. Initially, six homes were planned, but with Dangler’s early death and the United States’ involvement in World War I in 1917, only four homes were completed (Image 3). Today, the northernmost home (number 2710) illustrates this history with its blank north wall, which was planned to join two row houses that were never built.

Early Site History and Context
The location that the group of friends chose on Lakeview Avenue, just south of Diversey Parkway, was originally part of the City of Lakeview (incorporated in 1887) that was annexed to the City of Chicago in 1889. Since the 1850s, Lakeview Township had attracted residents seeking land near Chicago but outside the congestion of the city. Its open farmland, largely devoted to growing celery and cabbage, was quickly subdivided after the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 by city residents hoping to rebuild. Whereas frame houses and cottages filled blocks in the township away from the lakefront, Lakeview Avenue was soon lined by stately brick and frame mansions, from Fullerton Avenue on the southern border of the town north to Belmont Avenue and beyond. North of Diversey, the lakeshore cut a closer approach to Lakeview Avenue (later renamed Sheridan Road) until the lakefront was filled in to extend Lincoln Park northward in the 1910s.

The first home of an artist to be built on the current site of the Lakeview Avenue row houses was that of prominent photographer Joshua Smith. In 1883, Smith hired Norwegian architect Harold M. Hansen to design a large brick house overlooking Lincoln Park.² Smith lived on Lakeview Avenue until 1887, when he sold his home to coal titan McMillan A. Johnson. To the north of Johnson’s house, builder Thomas Mackin in 1889 purchased the vast lot that extended
to Diversey Parkway and hired architect W. L. Carroll to design a grand stone mansion that served as a visual landmark at the busy Lakeview Avenue and Diversey Parkway intersection.\textsuperscript{3}

Mackin died in 1894, and in February 1915 the six artist friends, Mrs. Emily Ryerson, Abram Poole, Dangler, Ambrose C. Cramer, Frederick C. Bartlett, and George F. Porter acquired Johnson estate and the south half of Mackin’s property for the proposed Lakeview Avenue row houses.\textsuperscript{4} Together, the properties acquired for the row houses occupied nearly 220 feet of frontage on Lakeview Avenue and Lincoln Park (Map 2).

North Side Living
Plans for six row houses were drawn in early 1915 by the firm of Henry C. Dangler and David Adler. The homes would be similar in size to existing homes in the area, which included both apartment flats and the residences of wealthy Chicagoans. The tall apartment towers that define the area today did not begin to appear until the 1920s. Early accounts described the development as a “social community” or a cooperative residential community because of both the close social connections among its future residents and for the novel features of the row,
such as a common heating plant and garage for all owners. These features were more common to the then-growing number of large luxury apartment developments than to the blocks of detached mansions on the South Side or the row houses of the Gold Coast. Yet Dangler and Adler designed each row home to be independently owned and customized.

The northern end of Lincoln Park attracted a new generation of wealthy Chicaicans in the 1910s. Many of these families were the younger generations of prominent families from Chicago’s South Side—old Chicago families that had called Prairie Avenue, Calumet Avenue, and Grand Boulevard home during the 19th century. However, as industry and business shifted ever farther south from downtown along the lakefront rail lines, more families increasingly opted to move northward to build homes along Lincoln Park. These new residents included both the creative occupants of the Lakeview Avenue row houses and several Chicago industry leaders who moved to an area east of Sheridan Road and north of Diversey that was nicknamed “Meekerville.”

In 1912, Arthur Burr Meeker, capitalist and controller of Philip J. Armour’s meatpacking company, purchased the undeveloped parcel of land between Diversey and Belmont with J. Ogden Armour. The Meeker and Armour families moved north from Prairie Avenue and built stately homes. Meeker hired New York architect Charles Platt, who designed a large Georgian-style residence of red brick with limestone trim (3030 North Lake Shore Drive, extant). Armour hired architect Howard Van Doren Shaw to design his new Italian Renaissance-style home at 325 West Wellington Avenue (1915, extant). Other families soon followed, building in Meekerville and surrounding lakefront properties. In 1914, when Dangler and several society friends were looking for a place to build city homes where they could exercise their creative talents, they found a place on Lakeview Avenue.

The Artists, Designers, and Architects of the Row Houses
The future occupants of the row houses were almost all young; most were yet unmarried and living at home or were finishing studies in the arts. Mrs. Emily Maria (née Borie) Ryerson was the exception (Image 4). She was born in Philadelphia and lived in Haverford, Pennsylvania with her husband Arthur Larned Ryerson (1858–1912) of the Chicago steel-making family. While travelling in France, the Ryersons learned that their eldest son had been killed in a car accident outside Philadelphia; returning quickly to attend the funeral, they steamed back on the RMS Titanic. In the aftermath of the disaster, Arthur Ryerson’s body was never identified; however, Mrs. Ryerson and her children were rescued by the RMS Carpathia and subsequently moved to Chicago. Mrs. Ryerson was described as a resilient character, for even after the two significant losses in her life she maintained an indefatigable, positive humor. She would find company among the artists, designers, and architects of her children’s generation and become the social leader of the Lakeview Row Houses from her corner home at 2700.

Abram Poole Jr., who would be Mrs. Ryerson’s neighbor at 2704, was born in Chicago in 1882 (Image 5). He graduated in 1904 from Princeton University, where he met Adler, and the two began a life-long friendship. The two continued their studies in Munich, Germany, where Poole spent seven years studying painting at the Royal Academy while Adler studied architecture and design at the Munich Polytechnic. Poole then studied at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris,
where Adler had continued his architectural training. It was there that Poole introduced Adler to his friend and fellow architect Dangler. Dangler returned home to Lake Forest in 1909 and began working with architect Howard Van Doren Shaw. Adler also entered Shaw’s firm as a draftsman in 1912, but after Dangler received his architect’s license later that year, Dangler left to form his own architectural firm, which Adler soon joined. Poole was the connection for Dangler and Adler’s first commission, a large country home in Glencoe for Poole’s older brother Ralph. Poole finished his studies at the École in 1915 and returned to Chicago in time to become part of the creative community being built on Lakeview Avenue.

Dangler would leave his parents’ home in Lake Forest to live in the row house north of Poole at 2708. To Dangler’s north, at number 2710, would be his cousin Ambrose Coghill Cramer (Image 6). Cramer, born in 1891, graduated from Yale University. He travelled throughout Great Britain and France before returning to Chicago in 1914 and becoming a draftsman in Dangler and Adler’s firm. After Dangler’s death in 1917, Cramer followed in his cousin’s path by studying architecture at the École des Beaux-Arts in 1921.

In addition to Mrs. Ryerson, Poole, Dangler, and Cramer, two other friends also planned to build their own homes as part of the Lakeview Avenue row. Mural artist Frederick Clay Bartlett and designer George French Porter. Bartlett was born in Chicago in 1873 and grew up in a grand home on Prairie Avenue. In 1900 he opened a studio in the Fine Arts Building (410 South Michigan Avenue) and had his home built near his boyhood home on Prairie Avenue. Bartlett likely met Dangler and Adler through his close friend Howard Van Doren Shaw. Several of Bartlett’s commissions were in conjunction with Shaw, including creating new murals for the reconstruction and restoration of the Second Presbyterian Church (1936 South Michigan Avenue, 1874, a designated Chicago Landmark) after a devastating fire in 1901. Bartlett’s primary reason for living on the South Side was his family, but when his father became ill and left Chicago for Lake Geneva Bartlett decided to move his family and join the group on Lakeview Avenue. He planned to build a new home at 2712 North Lakeview Avenue, north of Ambrose Cramer. Porter, a designer, artist, and painter, was born in Chicago in 1882. He likely met Dangler while at Yale University, where he graduated in 1903. Although, he controlled various railroad companies, he was also involved in the Field Museum and various arts clubs. In 1913, Porter hired Dangler and Adler to design a row of Georgian-style houses for an investment property at the northwestern corner of Walton Place and Lincoln Parkway (now Michigan Avenue). Although the project was never built, it likely strengthened Porter’s relationship with Dangler. Porter acquired a 60-foot-wide parcel at the northern end of the proposed row, between addresses 2714 and 2728, but ultimately both he and Bartlett chose not to build on Lakeview Avenue.

The friends and future neighbors each had plans to personalize their Lakeview Avenue homes. The homes at 2704, 2708, and 2710 were designed with interior enclosed light courts to draw light into the otherwise dark center of the row houses. Inside, each artist would have their own room specialized to their work or hobby: Mrs. Ryerson, who crafted jewelry using precious stones, would create a workshop on her fourth floor; Poole, whose interest in Renaissance art had grown into a collection, planned to create a stately hall for his antiquities and also have a painting studio in his light court; and Dangler would create a “blossoming winter garden” in his light court. Each owner planned to have the interior of their home reflect their tastes and

Cramer bought number 2710 N. Lakeview Ave. He was an architect and worked as a draftsman in the firm of Dangler and Adler.


Poole bought number 2704 N. Lakeview Ave. He was a portrait painter and an avid collector of artwork, which he displayed throughout his home.

Mrs. Emily Maria (née Borie) Ryerson (1863–1939).

Mrs. Ryerson bought the corner lot at 2700 N. Lakeview Ave. She was frequently described as the leader of the “flock” of artists on Lakeview Avenue.


Cramer bought number 2710 N. Lakeview Ave. He was an architect and worked as a draftsman in the firm of Dangler and Adler.
Image 7: 2700 North Lakeview Avenue. The main entryway for Mrs. Ryerson’s house with Ionic columns and an entablature with a frieze of carved rosettes.

Image 8: 2704 North Lakeview Avenue. The main entryway for Abram Poole’s house is flanked by fluted columns and has an entablature with a frieze featuring carved rams’ heads and garland swags.

Image 9: 2708 North Lakeview Avenue. The main entryway for Henry Dangler’s house with quartered columns and a detailed demi-lune transom above the door.

Image 10: 2710 North Lakeview Avenue. The main entryway for Ambrose Cramer’s house features a transom and a decorative arched panel above the door.
personalities. The exterior was designed to be less individualistic though not to the point of typical repetitive row houses. Each house was detailed with unique doorways and window styles that were drawn from historical Georgian designs. These finer elements, while not at once noticeable from the street, would quietly identify the home of each artist (Images 7–10). But drawing the homes together as a unit was the greater Georgian theme, which was to be executed in bright white limestone, dark brick, and elegant wrought-iron fences and balconies.

Building the Lakeview Avenue Row Houses and Plan Changes
Dangler and Adler began preparing and refining plans for the series of six row houses early in 1915, completing exterior elevations by June. Permits to begin construction for the Ryerson, Poole, and Dangler houses (numbers 2700, 2704, and 2708) were issued in October 1915, with excavation for footings and basements begun at the end of that month. Dangler and Adler hired the Lake Forest–based contractors William Mavor & Company for the completion of the first three houses.21

Drawings for Cramer’s house (number 2710) were nearly complete by December 1915, and a permit was issued the following February. By that time, the third floors on Ryerson and Poole’s houses were complete, and the second-floor walls were up on Dangler’s house.22 Cramer, a draftsman in Dangler and Adler’s firm, likely played a significant role in the personal design of his own home. A different contractor, the Swedish builder Nils P. Severin, was hired for the construction of Cramer’s house.23

Construction on the houses of Mrs. Ryerson, Poole, Dangler, and Cramer continued through the fall of 1916. By January 1917, the finishing touches on the interiors of four of the row houses were being completed (Images 11–13).24 Mrs. Ryerson and Abram Poole moved into their new homes by February (Images 15–17). Dangler’s sudden death from tuberculosis in March 1917 was a setback for the project that ultimately led to the completion of only four of the row houses. Dangler and his family had been ready to move into the nearly completed home. Instead, only his widow Ruth and their newborn daughter moved into the row house. Their time in the home was brief, as later that year Ruth Dangler moved with her daughter to Colorado Springs.

Henry Dangler’s death and the United States’ entry into World War I resulted in the group of friends gradually dispersing. Almost immediately, both Poole and Cramer entered the service: Poole became an adjutant captain in the infantry and Cramer joined the U.S. Liaison Services to the French army to translate messages to the front.25 This left Mrs. Ryerson alone on the block, with only two of the homes rented by other families.

Ryerson had planned for her Lakeview Avenue home to be big enough for her children to stay. However, over time her family left for other pursuits. In the summer of 1917 she again hired Adler, who at the time was living in Poole’s home at number 2704.26 Ryerson had Adler and his new partner, architect Robert Work, design a rear addition to her home. The addition included a garage and chauffer’s rooms on the first floor, and a library, breakfast room, and a bedroom on the second floor. She had the bedroom built for herself; it would be apart from the cavernous main house, which she allowed Children’s Memorial Hospital to use as a much-needed
Image 11 (above): The completed row houses as seen in 1922.

Images 12 and 13:
Detail of the Ryerson house at number 2700 and the Poole House at number 2704.
Image 14: Children's hospital beds arranged in Mrs. Ryerson's living room. During World War I, she allowed Children's Memorial Hospital to use her large home as a convalescent home.

Image 15: The living room in the second floor of the Ryerson house at number 2700.
Image 16: Entrance hall of Poole's house at number 2704.

Image 17: The second floor light court in Poole's house displays his collection of artwork.
convalescent home. Neat rows of children’s beds lined up in her formal drawing room, and the billiard room became a playroom (Image 14).

Poole returned to his home after the war, but Cramer remained in France to study architecture at the École des Beaux-Arts. Mrs. Dangler, who had made a permanent home in Colorado Springs, sold her home at number 2708 in December 1920.

Later History
Eventually, all the original owners left the Lakeview Avenue homes. Poole’s house at number 2704 was sold to Walter S. Brewster, an avid art collector who filled the home with his extensive collection of paintings. In 1926 he commissioned architect Walter S. Frazier, known for his sleek modern designs, to remodel his home and build the brick two-story addition that is at the rear of the property by the alley. Next door, Ryerson, who frequently travelled the world, met her second husband while touring China. She married Forsythe Sherfesse, a financial advisor to the government of China, in December 1927 and moved to New York (Image 18). In 1930, she sold number 2700 to Wolcott Blair, who hired Adler to renovate the house in 1932. A year later, Cramer sold number 2710 and moved with his new wife Mary Meeker to Maine, where he founded his own architectural firm.

Over the years, the home at number 2700 received the most renovations. When Wolcott Blair sold the home in 1937 to Russell Pettingill, Adler’s former partner Robert Work was hired to make additional renovations to the house, which included remodeling the rear addition and making it a separate home. However, nine years later, the home was bought by the private Harris Schools, which moved from their original Gold Coast location. New fire escapes were added and the home was remodeled to fit the needs of a school. In 1967, in a bid to expand their school and their student body, the school proposed demolishing the entire set of four row houses for a new modern school; however, the school ultimately chose to build on Hawthorn Place, and the home was sold to Thresholds recovery center in 1972.

Image 18:
Mrs. Emily Ryerson and Forsythe Sherfesse on their wedding day in 1927 standing in the doorway of number 2700 North Lakeview Avenue.
THE LAKEVIEW AVENUE ROW HOUSE DISTRICT

The Lakeview Avenue Row House District is comprised of a set of four homes that share common “party” walls. All houses are of three stories, with a fourth floor that is set back from the roofline. The houses are positioned behind a wrought-iron fence, leaving room for a narrow landscaped strip. The exterior of the row is clad in ashlar of white Bedford limestone, which creates a first-floor base, above which the walls are of hard, dark Kittanning brick in a Flemish bond pattern with light joints. The complete row is capped by a delicate limestone cornice that features evenly spaced rosettes along the frieze. Windows along the second and third floors are evenly spaced, with taller floor-to-ceiling windows on the second floor and smaller double-hung sash windows on the third floor. A balcony with a decorative wrought-iron railing runs above the first floor and visually ties the houses together (Images 19 & 20). Other features common to each home include a limestone stoop set above the sidewalk in front of each main doorway. Although each home appears similar in the overall appearance of the row house group, each home in fact has unique features and designs.

The three-story row houses were built with steel posts, reinforced concrete, and concrete and hollow clay-tile floors and walls, substantial and expensive materials that at the time were more common to larger commercial buildings and apartments than to private homes. Although the structure of the homes is of concrete and steel, the exterior exuded the refined elegance of a row of homes built of brick following traditional methods and using traditional materials. The only appearance of concrete seen from the street is the long balcony that joins the homes together—its white tone and fine grain almost perfectly match the limestone brackets that support it.

The corner house, at 2700, is set back from Wrightwood Avenue with a front garden. A rear addition and garage, completed by Robert Work and David Adler in 1918, gives the house an L-shaped footprint (Image 22). The main doorway of the house features a decorative leaded transom and is set within a small porch that is supported by a pair of columns with Ionic-style capitals. Along Lakeview Avenue there is a balcony above the first floor that is supported by four fluted pairs of cast-iron columns with Corinthian-style capitals. The design for the second-floor windows is unique among the homes, as they are set within shallow brick arches (Images 26-29).

The home at number 2704 features a centered main doorway with an elegant transom. The doorway is flanked by fluted white columns that support an entablature with a frieze decorated by rams’ heads and garland swags. The original pair of black-painted mahogany doors retain original bronze hardware. Second-floor windows are tall double-hung mahogany sashes with six panes on top and nine on the bottom. Original shutters frame the three second-floor windows. This is the only home that does not have a fourth floor set-back. At the rear of the house is a two-story brick addition designed by architect Walter S. Frazier.

Number 2708 has a doorway set on its north side with an arched and leaded transom. The second-floor windows have pairs of three-pane casements topped by two-pane transoms. A slate-shingled fourth level had been part of Dangler and Adler’s plan in concept for the home, but it
Image 19: A view north along Lakeview Avenue towards the Elk’s Memorial.

Image 20: Detail showing the rhythm of railings and wrought iron fencing.
Image 21: The east elevation along Lakeview Avenue.

Image 22: Addition to number 2700 for Mrs. Ryerson in 1917. Designed by Henry Dangler and David Adler, but plans were completed by Robert Work.
Image 23:
Detail of limestone cornice and brick parapet.

Image 24:
Detail of cast-iron column at 2700 and balcony at 2704.

Image 25:
Detail of wrought-iron boot scraper, each doorway features one on either side of the door.
Images 26–29:
Detail of second-floor windows (clockwise from top left) at numbers 2700, 2704, 2708, and 2710.
Image 30: North elevation of number 2710 showing blank party wall for unbuilt row houses.

Image 31: Rear patio garden behind number 2708. The space was created above the underground heat plant instead of a planned central garage.
was not immediately built. A fourth floor addition matching the fourth floor of number 2710, which is set back from the parapet, was completed in 1917. The fourth floor was later extended to the parapet with a slate-covered mansard roof in the early 1990s. A heating plant was built completely below-grade behind the house to heat all of the row homes—its ground-level roof was covered by a terrace garden in the 1930s.

At the northern end of the row, number 2710 has a central entrance door with a leaded transom and a pair of double-hung side windows. The doorway is topped by a decorative arched panel with an urn. The windows on either side of the main doorway are unique and are each composed of a set of three double-hung windows, the middle window being widest. Windows on the second floor are similar in design to those at 2704 and also feature original wood shutters. The fourth floor of this home is set back and visible from Lincoln Park and from the north. It originally featured three French doors, which opened out onto a tiled terrace. Although six row houses were originally planned, various factors led to the completion of only four, which gives this home its blank north elevation. The open courtyard that is visible from the north was planned to line up with a complementing light court in a row house to the north. These courts were to be similar to those found at 2704–08, which are enclosed above the first floor by a glass roof and separated by a common wall. Another feature that belies the incomplete row is the façade brick and its stone ornament, which terminate abruptly where they would have continued on to the next row house. The rear half of the house was originally built with only two stories to house laundry facilities, a kitchen, and servants quarters on the second floor. A third floor was added to the rear half in the 1950s (Image 30).
THE ARCHITECTS OF THE LAKEVIEW AVENUE ROW HOUSE DISTRICT

Dangler & Adler

Henry Corwith Dangler (1882–1917)

Henry Dangler (top left) was born in Chicago in 1882 and attended school in Cleveland and college at Yale University, graduating in 1904. After studying architecture for a year at Columbia University, he enrolled at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where he studied architecture. There he met David Adler through his friend Abram Poole. In 1909, Dangler returned to Chicago, where he joined the office of Howard Van Doren Shaw.

David Adler (1882–1949)

David Adler (bottom left) was the son of second-generation merchant and men’s clothing wholesaler Isaac David Adler. Adler was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He left for the Lawrenceville School in New Jersey and later enrolled at Princeton University, where he met Abram Poole; Adler and Poole graduated in 1904. Adler then traveled to Europe to study architecture in cities from Italy to France; he enrolled at the Munich Polytechnic and then completed his architecture and design training at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Returning to the United States in 1912, Adler moved to Chicago and entered the office of architect Howard Van Doren Shaw as a draftsman.

Adler is perhaps best known as a master of eclectic architecture, combining historic architectural styles with modern grace. Throughout his life, his work was focused on domestic architecture—from city dwellings and apartments to country houses and grand estates. He also worked on several small clubs. Although his work is primarily concentrated in Chicago and its North Shore suburbs, many of his designs, completed by himself and in conjunction with Dangler or Robert Work, can be found across the country, from Hawaii to Massachusetts. Adler was not especially wealthy, compared to his clientele, but due to his success and personal connections in Chicago society, he was able to earn several significant commissions, which increased his popularity.

Dangler & Adler (Firm: 1912–1917)

The architectural firm of Dangler and Adler was started by Henry Corwith Dangler in late 1912 after he earned his architect’s license. He opened his office in suite 430 in Orchestra Hall on Michigan Avenue; other architects in the building at the time included Frank Lloyd Wright. Although David Adler was educated as an architect, he did not have an architect’s license during his early career because he did not pass the license exam until 1929. Until then, to have his designs realized, he partnered with licensed Dangler starting in 1913 after completing his first significant work at Shaw’s office: a large country house for his uncle Charles A. Stonehill in

The firm of Dangler & Adler completed several significant commissions in their first three years, including a house in Lake Bluff, Illinois (1913, extant) for Ralph Poole, brother of Abram Poole; a brick Georgian-style home in North Chicago for Charles S. Dewey (1913, extant) (image 32); a Georgian townhouse for Charles G. King on Astor Street (1913, demolished) (image 33); and several other homes and additions across Chicago’s North Shore. In 1913, the firm drafted plans for a speculative row house development for George F. Porter to be built on the northwestern corner of Lincoln Parkway (now Michigan Avenue) and Walton Street (image 34). Although never built, the Georgian-style row was to be of a similar scale and design to the row homes built on Lakeview Avenue. Dangler and Adler completed over 18 projects around Chicago and across the country before Dangler’s sudden death in March 1917.

Because Adler still had not passed the board exam to earn his architect’s license, he soon partnered with Robert Gilbert Work (1874–1960), a former colleague from Howard Van Doren Shaw’s office.

**Work & Adler (Firm: 1917–1929)**

Robert G. Work entered Adler’s office in the midst of several projects, one of which was an addition to Mrs. Emily Ryerson’s recently completed home on Lakeview Avenue. Work & Adler completed dozens of country estates, apartments, and homes across the country. Some of their relevant and notable works include alterations to a house in New York City for Abram Poole in 1919; a four-story, limestone-fronted, Parisian townhouse for Richard T. Ryerson on Astor Street in 1921 (extant) (image 35); alterations to George F. Porter’s home in Chicago and plans for a houseboat for him in Lake Forest (1922); the Carolyn Morse Ely house in Lake Forest (1923) (image 36); the grand estate of Richard T. Crane, Jr., in Ipswich, Massachusetts (1924, extant as a house museum) (image 37); and a home for Mrs. Ruth Dangler in Colorado Springs in 1927 (extant). David Adler remained in partnership with Work until 1929, when Adler finally earned his own license to practice as an architect.

**Robert Gilbert Work (1874–1960)**

Robert G. Work was born in Chicago in 1874. His father was a roofer. Work studied architecture at the Armour Institute (now the Illinois Institute of Technology). In 1897, he became Howard Van Doren Shaw’s first draftsman and remained with him until joining Adler in 1917. He partnered in 1929 with architect Russell Wolcott (1889–1959) and designed houses in the North Shore suburbs. In 1937, he returned to Lakeview Avenue to renovate Ryerson’s former home at 2700 N. Lakeview Avenue for Russell Pettingill.

**Ambrose Coghill Cramer (1891–1970)**

Ambrose C. Cramer was born in Chicago in 1891 and graduated from Yale University in 1913. He travelled extensively to Great Britain and France before returning to Chicago in 1914. He joined Dangler and Adler’s firm as a draftsman and likely had significant influence over the design of his own home in the Lakeview Avenue row at number 2710. Following a tour with the U.S. Navy during World War I, he enrolled at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris to formally
Image 32:
The Charles S. Dewey house (Dangler & Adler, 1913, extant) Located on the Veterans Administration Medical Center campus in North Chicago.

Image 33:
The Charles G. King house (Dangler & Adler, 1913, razed) Southwest corner of Astor Street and Burton Place.

Image 34:
Proposed row house for George Porter (Dangler & Adler, 1913, not built).
Image 35: The Richard T. Ryerson house at 1406 North Astor Street was designed by Work & Adler in 1921.

Image 36: The Carolyn Morse Ely house in Lake Forest (Work & Adler, 1923, extant).

Image 37: The Richard T. Crane, Jr. house and estate in Ipswich, Massachusetts was designed by Work & Adler and built in 1924. Several murals inside the house were painted by Abram Poole.
study architecture. After he returned to Chicago, he continued as a draftsman with Work and Adler’s firm.

In 1933, Cramer and his wife Mary Meeker moved to Rockport, Maine, where he started his own architectural firm specializing in the restoration and remodeling of early colonial houses. He became an early preservation architect, listing his Rockport home on the National Register of Historic Places, and an advocate for historic preservation in Maine.

THE LONDON TOWNHOUSE AND THE GEORGIAN STYLE

The Lakeview Avenue Row House District was designed in the Georgian style after late-18th century London townhouses. Although row houses form a significant part of Chicago’s architectural history, the London townhouse–influenced design for the Lakeview Avenue row houses is unique in Chicago.

Chicago row houses and London townhouses share fire risk mitigation as a central factor in their design. In Chicago, row houses, or a series of houses with shared walls, are a common building type that can be traced to at least the 1860s. Examples exist across the city, but they are especially prevalent in older neighborhoods that were rebuilt after the Great Chicago Fire of 1871. Following the Great Fire, strict building codes outlawed wood-framed buildings within city limits, requiring masonry construction instead. Chicago’s narrow and deep lots were especially well suited for row houses, which could reduce the amount of expensive masonry required to build and could maximize land use.

In Great Britain, the term “townhouse” is used to describe houses with shared walls. London townhouses rose to popularity during the mid-18th century, and their distinctive form was shaped by building codes established after the Great Fire of London in 1666. These codes called for the near elimination of exposed wood from the exteriors of buildings. New houses were required to be built entirely of masonry; cornices formerly made of wood had to be of carved of stone, wood windows had to be deeply set into walls, with minimal wood frame exposed, and exterior decoration had to completely exclude wood as a material. These rules set a rigid design standard that came to visually define great portions of London during the 18th century (Image 38).

The term “Georgian” refers to an architectural style popular in Great Britain during the reigns of George I, II, III, and IV from 1714 to 1830. The Georgian style was drawn indirectly from Classical styles employed by ancient Greek and Roman architects in general, and more specifically by the work of 16th-century Venetian designer Andrea Palladio. His designs interpreted Classical forms and were popularized as the “Palladian style” in books, which influenced London builders after the 1666 fire.

The Georgian style evolved in the late 18th century under the leadership of architect Robert Adam (1728–1792) and his brothers James and William. Adam is credited with introducing a lighter and freer style to buildings and incorporated new decorative treatments, which were in
The Bryan Lathrop House at 120 East Bellevue Place is a fine example of the Georgian Revival style. It was designed by McKim, Mead, and White in 1898.
contrast to the staid brick Palladian homes of the first half of the century. Houses once built almost entirely of grey brick were lightened with expanses of stone and detailed with fine yet light decorative carved swags and slim pilasters.

In their design for the Lakeview Avenue Row House District, Adler and Dangler reveal the influence of Robert Adam. The Lakeview Avenue row houses display a clear understanding of the Georgian style. Closely studied details define the profile of the row houses, from their recessed windows and dark brick set in a Flemish bond pattern, to the fine stone cornice and unique treatment applied to each doorway. The degree of attention paid to details, accurately scaled according to historic precedents, makes this row incredibly rare, if not unique, in Chicago. The Lakeview Avenue Row House district exemplifies the ability of architects Dangler and Adler to adapt historical architectural styles to contemporary purposes, creating a visually distinctive group of row houses for Chicago.

Adler designed other homes with Georgian influence for Chicago clients, such as the Charles G. King house on Astor Street in the Gold Coast. Although this home is no longer standing, other homes on Astor Street reflect the historic popularity of the Classical Revival styles, including Georgian, during the 1910s (the Astor Street Historic District is a designated Chicago Landmark). Other fine examples of the Georgian Revival style include the Francis R. Dickinson/Bertrand Goldberg House at 1518 North Astor Street and the Cyrus Bentley House at 1505 North Astor Street, both designed by Mundie & Jensen in 1911. An earlier and grander Georgian Revival home is the Bryan Lathrop House at 120 East Bellevue Place, designed in 1898 by McKim, Mead, and White (a designated Chicago Landmark) (Image 39).

**CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION**

According to the Municipal Code of Chicago (Sections 2-120-690), the Commission on Chicago Landmarks has the authority to make a final recommendation of landmark designation for an area, district, place, building, structure, work of art or other object with the City of Chicago if the Commission determines it meets two or more of the stated "criteria for designation," as well as possesses sufficient historic design integrity to convey its significance.

The following should be considered by the Commission on Chicago Landmarks in determining whether to recommend that the Lakeview Avenue Row House District be designated as a Chicago Landmark.

**Criterion 4: Important Architecture**

*Its exemplification of an architectural type or style distinguished by innovation, rarity, uniqueness, or overall quality of design, detail, materials, or craftsmanship.*

- The Lakeview Avenue Row House District forms a visually distinctive group of row houses, a building type of importance to Chicago architectural history. This group, completed in 1917, is a unique variation of the form.
• The Lakeview Avenue Row House District is one of Chicago’s finest examples of late 18th-century Georgian-style London townhouses.

• Dangler and Adler’s careful interpretation of the historical form, design, and detailing of Georgian-style London townhouses is perfectly realized in the Lakeview Avenue row houses.

• The row retains almost all of its finely crafted architectural details and finishes, including: carved limestone, wrought-iron fences and railings, cast-iron, and carved wood porches.

**Criterion 5: Work of Significant Architect or Designer**

*Its identification as the work of an architect, designer, engineer, or builder whose individual work is significant in the history or development of the City of Chicago, the State of Illinois, or the United States.*

• The Lakeview Avenue row houses were designed by the architectural firm of Henry Dangler and David Adler. Both Dangler and Adler are significant for their interpretation of Classical Revival styles, which they applied to domestic architecture during the first half of the 20th century. Although the firm operated for less than five years, many examples of their work can be found in Chicago, in North Shore communities, and across the country.

• Dangler and Adler were primarily commissioned by wealthy society members, for whom they mainly designed large country estates. Very few of the firm’s works were designed for an urban setting. The Lakeview Avenue Row House District is a fine and rare example of the firm’s design for an urban and intimate grouping of homes.

• Although the original row home concept was never completed, the significant involvement of six important artists and designers in Chicago’s society greatly contributed to the development of the row.

**Integrity Criterion**

*The integrity of the proposed landmark must be preserved in light of its location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, and ability to express its historic community, architectural or aesthetic interest or value.*

The Lakeview Avenue Row House District exhibits a high degree of integrity with regard to design, materials, context, and form. The Dangler and Adler–designed row of late-Georgian London-style townhouses is unique in Chicago. Although two of the row houses were never completed as originally planned, this fact is part of the history of the site and is reflected in the houses’ design. The physical character of these buildings in terms of scale, setback from the street, entries, architectural features and finishes, and door and window configuration have remained intact. These continue to provide the onlooker with a strong sense of the architects’ intended vision for the visual character of the block and streetscape.
The four row houses in the group retain nearly all their physical characteristics and original architectural details that define their historic significance. These include the wrought-iron fence and second-floor balcony, which visually tie the group together; the original casement and sash windows and mahogany entry doors on houses 2704, 2708, and 2710; original shutters flanking the second-floor windows of 2704 and 2710; the decorative leaded transoms above the entry doorways; and the stone and brick that define the overall appearance of the homes.
A rear addition behind 2700 completed in the 1970s, a rooftop addition and mansard at 2708 completed in the early 1990s, and a rear third floor addition at 2710 are the only major changes in the group. The windows of the corner house at 2700 were replaced, and two stone sphere finials were removed from the roof of the projecting bay on the south elevation. Also at 2700, iron fire escapes were added to the south and east elevations in the 1940s when the house was converted for use as a school.

Except for minor alterations, the homes of the Lakeview Avenue Row House District exhibit a high degree of integrity and easily express their historic community and architectural and aesthetic value through their individual characteristics and setback, as well as the cohesive visual form of their arrangement.
Image 41: Front elevation plan for 2700 North Lakeview Avenue for Mrs. Ryerson.

Image 42: Front elevation plan for 2710 North Lakeview Avenue for Cramer.

Image 43: Front elevation plan for 2704 and 2708 North Lakeview Avenue for Poole and Dangler.
Significant Historical and Architectural Features

Whenever an area, district, place, building, structure, work of art or other object is under consideration for landmark designation, the Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required to identify the “significant historical and architectural features” of the property. This is done to enable the owners and the public to understand which elements are considered most important to preserve the historical and architectural character of the proposed landmark.

Based on its evaluation of the Lakeview Avenue Row House District, the Commission staff recommends that the significant features be identified as:

- All exterior elevations, including rooftop lines, of the buildings visible from public rights of way.

The mansard roof structure at the fourth floor of 2708 N. Lakeview Ave. is a circa 1990 addition to the original fourth floor structure which is set back from the parapet approximately 10 feet. The mansard addition may be removed from the original structure subject to the review of the Commission. The foregoing is not intended to limit the Commission’s discretion to approve other changes.

Image 44:
View south along Lakeview Avenue and Stockton Drive toward downtown. The Lakeview Avenue Row House District is visible on the right. February 1938.
The Georgian style in England was refined by architect Robert Adam in the late 18th-century.


Smith was best known for his portraits of young children and babies, his innovation in photographing fast-moving trains, and his grand panoramic photographs of the devastation following both the great fires of Chicago in 1871 and Boston in 1872. Harold M. Hansen’s extant work includes a row of elegant red pressed-brick and serpentine stone-trimmed row houses on the 100 block of West Eugenie Street in Lincoln Park. Hansen worked as a draftsman in the office of William Le Barron Jenney, and he opened his own firm in Chicago in 1871.


3 Architecture & Building, News Supplement, 10 (June 15, 1889) 2.
4 “New Elks Temple,” The Economist, 67 (January 14, 1922) 106; Cook County Recorder of Deeds, Tract Book 500.
5 “Select Social Community, Plan,” The Chicago Daily Tribune (February 27, 1915), 1; “A Bit of London of the Eighteenth Century to Find a Prototype in Chicago,” The Economist (March 6, 1915), 416.
6 The earliest tall apartment building in the area was the eight-story Brewster (originally the Lincoln Park Palace) on the northwest corner of Diversey Parkway and Pine Grove Avenue by Enoch Hill Turnock, and completed in 1893. The Shore Crest Apartment Hotel (originally the Wrightwood Hotel) stands directly behind the row houses on the northeast corner of Wrightwood and Pine Grove Avenues. It was designed by the architectural firm of Hall & Ostergeon and completed in 1917. Other apartment towers such as Robert S. De Golyer’s Marlborough Apartments at 2600 North Lakeview Avenue, and Howard Van Doren Shaw’s 2450 North Lakeview Avenue were not built until 1922.

7 Chicago would not adopt its first Municipal Zoning Code until 1922, following New York’s Code of 1916. Zoning allowed for the local regulation of land use, which helped prevent the location of incompatible uses within existing areas, such as industry in largely residential areas. In the 1910s, large new factories were increasingly being built in and around the old South Side boulevards as wealthy families moved away.
9 “Armour and Meeker Move from South to North Side,” The Chicago Daily Tribune (September 7, 1912), 1.
The Ryersons owned a home in Haverford but had a larger summer country home in Otsego, New York. Thirteenth United States Census, Township of Springfield, Otsego County, New York State, 1910. 14A.


Mrs. Ryerson and her family briefly returned to their summer home in Otsego, New York before moving to Chicago to a house at 19 East Pearson Street (demolished). “Signor Lodi fe guest of Chicagoans again,” The Chicago Daily Tribune (April 24, 1912) 12; Lakeside Classified Directory (1914) 1796.


Virginia Robie, "Church decorations by Frederic C. Bartlett," The House Beautiful 17 (December, 1904), 8–10.

Donnell, 84–101; Bartlett’s father, Adolphus Clay Bartlett (1844–1922), was one of the founders of the hardware store Hibbard, Spencer, and Bartlett, which was later known as Tru-Value.


Marquis (1911), 546.


Mme. X, Tribune (March 7, 1915).

Chicago Building Permit: N146, N151 (October, 1915), Microfilm Department, Daley Library, University of Illinois at Chicago.

William Mavor became Alderman of Chicago’s 32nd Ward (east of State Street to the lake, between 39th and 55th streets). In the late 1800s, he was the contractor of choice for many of Chicago’s wealthier residents. After he died in 1904, his younger brother John Mavor (1865–1955) took over the company.


Building Permits: N146, N151, N301.


*Tribune* (December 16, 1917). David Adler and his wife stayed on Lakeview Avenue for a short time before moving to a home in Libertyville, Illinois.


It is not clear what changes were made by Frazier inside the home.

Building Permit: N38, Page 16; “Brewster Art Collection to be Open Today,” *The Chicago Daily Tribune* (January 20, 1933), 15.


Augusta Owen Patterson, “The Chicago Lakefront House of Mr. and Mrs. Wolcott Blair,” *Arts & Decoration* 40 (December 1933), 7; Cook County Recorder of Deeds, Tract Book 500; “Wolcott Blair Buys Former Ryerson Home,” *The Chicago Daily Tribune* (September 24, 1930), 24.

“Wolcott Blair House Is Sold for $100,000,” *The Chicago Daily Tribune* (July 4, 1937), B8.


Cook County Recorder of Deeds, Tract Book 500.

Plans for the houses at the Ryerson Library in the Art Institute of Chicago note the use of special Kittanning Brick, which was a dense and expensive brick to use. The dense bricks absorbed little water, which made them hard to set in mortar, especially in winter when the Lakeview Avenue row houses were being built.
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14. 2700 Lakeview Avenue, Chicago Daily News Photograph Collection, Chicago History Museum.


David Adler Music and Arts Center, History, website, adlercenter.org


44. Traffic Intersection at Diversey Parkway and Stockton Drive (image 02), Illinois Department of Transportation Chicago Traffic photographs, Department of Special Collections, The University Library, The University of Illinois at Chicago.
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